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Do you know what to do in case of
fire? Plan now – before it’s too late! 

Fire Escape Planning at Work

Most workplaces use a fire alarm
system to warn employees to

leave the building or meet in an
designated area. However, evacuation
plans or fire reporting procedures can
vary, so follow the posted emergency
instructions to plan your escape!

If you need help to leave the building in
case of fire – make sure you let your
coworkers know – and ask them to help
you participate in fire drills! 

Don’t try to fight fires on your own.
Operate available emergency fire
equipment to extinguish small fires
only. Call your fire department for help.
Your safety always comes first! 

Can you answer
these questions?

• Where is the nearest fire
extinguisher?

• Where is the nearest fire alarm 
pull station?

• Which exits are closest to your
workstation?

• Who is the fire emergency officer in
your workplace?

REMEMBER! Take the time to report

fire hazards! It can save lives.

Fire Escape Planning at Home

You can protect yourself and your
family by preparing and practising

a home fire escape plan. It only takes a
few minutes of time – but it can
prevent panic in case of fire. Here’s
how to do it:

1. Draw a floor plan of your home to
show every possible exit from every
room. Each room should have a
main, and an alternate exit. 

2. Make sure your family knows that
they should leave the house
immediately if they hear the smoke
alarm going off or hear someone
shouting “fire!” 

3. Set up a meeting place
outside your home in
case of fire. This
will ensure that
you know who
is out of the
building, and
who is still
inside. In case
of fire,
everyone
should agree to
gather at this meeting

place. 

4. Make sure someone calls the fire
department once they have escaped
from the building.

5. Send a family member to meet the
firefighters when they arrive in case
they need information on the fire or
on family members.

6. Make certain no one re-enters the
burning building. Firefighters are
specially trained and equipped to
perform rescue operations.

More safety tips:

In case of fire, feel doors before
opening them. Do not open them if

the door is hot – use an alternate route.

Install and maintain smoke
alarms on every floor of your

house and test them
regularly. They will give

you a few extra minutes
warning that can mean

the difference
between life and
death in case of fire.

Crouch or crawl through a
smoke-filled area. The freshest

air is closest to the floor.
Practise your escape plan on

your hands and knees.

If you live in an apartment building,
develop an escape plan according to
the fire escape procedures outlined by
the building’s management.

Family members requiring help to
escape should be assigned a partner in
case of fire.

Practise your Escape Plan

Practice prevents panic! Children will
follow a fire drill if they have been

prepared ahead of time. Make sure
every family member, including your
babysitter, knows what to do in an
emergency and is familiar with your
fire escape plan.

Common Causes of Fire
• Cooking with grease 

• Smoking

• Faulty electrical systems — fuses,
loose connections, shorts or
overloaded circuits

• Misuse of flammable liquids, grease,
oil and wax

Contact your local fire department
for more information on 

fire escape planning either
at home or at work.
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